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Expert inspiration for a Better Business

Essential reading every month for
Business Owners and Managers

Better Business Focus is the essential key for business owners and managers. It achieves that by focusing on the way in which successful businesses
compete and manage their organisations. It focuses on how people are recruited, coached and developed; on how marketing and selling is undertaken
0
in professional markets as well as in markets with intense competition; on how technology and the Internet is reshaping the face of domestic and home
business; and on how people are being equipped with new skills and techniques. In short, it offers expert inspiration for a better business.
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know? That is the
question!
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As coaches we have the daily privilege of
not only meeting people from a huge array
of backgrounds, ages, ethnicities and even
walks of life, we also have a unique
opportunity of really understanding what
makes this great variety of human-beings
tick.

Is it just me, or have companies forgotten
that we are right in the middle of one of
the worst recessions we have experienced
in our lifetimes?
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create the most satisfying work
experiences and the happiest employees.
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you think that they are just for
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then think again.
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Wet wisdom…..
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can’t survive a week without it, and we
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3 ways to build rapport
and become influential
If you read all the info, blogs and opinion
pieces about how hard it is to work across
cultures without offending someone you
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that working with anyone requires
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The 7 differences
between Selling,
Marketing &
Networking
As I have stated before I am a stickler for
using correct definitions when describing
concepts and their elements. In music,
science, mathematics, physics and
engineering we do not usually debate the
definition of these constructs.

A measure of just how much some union
officials are out of touch is the current
mass media advertising campaign being
conducted by the Shop, Distributive and
Allied Employees Association in Western
Australia.
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Cognitive Trust and
Affective Trust
To win wholehearted trust from
another person, you need to win both
their head and their heart. However,
not everyone we meet places equal
reliance on these two faculties.
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Social Media marketing
tools aren’t for small
businesses, Right?
Wrong!
Whatever the nature of your small
business, it’s safe to say that social media
should play a role in your marketing
efforts. Even though not every small
business has got the hang of social media
yet (just think of how many local shops in
your area are yet to use social media
effectively), a well-run social media
campaign can be extremely beneficial for
almost any business, regardless of size.

Michael Ruiz

How to get SEO and
Social Media working for
you
SEO and SMM are like peanut butter and
jelly, eggs and bacon, we get the analogy.
You can’t have one without the other, or
at the least, you don’t want to.
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Veronique Ademar & Salma El-Shurafa

To know or not to know? That is the question!

Veronique Ademar

As coaches we have the daily
privilege of not only meeting people
from a huge array of backgrounds,
ages, ethnicities and even walks of
life, we also have a unique
opportunity of really understanding
what makes this great variety of
human-beings tick. And, here’s the
thing… it never ceases to amaze us,
that ironically, although we are so
different in so many ways, when it
comes to what matters, what truly
breaks us or makes us, we are all
actually very, very similar. When
asked fundamental questions such as
‘What do you really want?’ ‘What is
your passion’? You might have
already guessed the answer as you
read this…it tends to be: ‘I don’t
(really) know’; and if we had received
a dirham for every time we heard a
client respond in this way, well, we
would definitely be millionaires by
now!
The thing is, this answer, in itself,
is actually an important one. Let
us explain: There are different
scenarios where the ‘I don’t
know’ becomes our clients’
favourite default answer.
One of these would be when they
genuinely and sometimes believe
that they have ‘no idea’, when in
reality, the only reason they feel

Salma El-Shurafa

this way, is because they simply,
never truly asked themselves the
question; another possible
scenario is when they, in fact, do
not really ‘want to know’ because
answering this question feels like
it could be too much to handle
and eventually change the course
of their lives as they know it. And,
although the one constant
guarantee in life is change, it can
still feel pretty scary, right?
We know that as humans, we
have a natural tendency to keep
things as they are, holding it
steady, smooth sailing and
watching out for the waves! and
sometimes, we allow obstacles to
become so big in our minds, that
the sheer size of them inhibits us
from moving forward and,
ultimately keeps us, consciously or
unconsciously, in our very
(un)comfortable ‘I don’t know’
zone. Choosing to stay there is
not a “bad thing” per se, however,
we can guarantee 101% that it will
ultimately makes it impossible to
challenge, let alone change, your
existing circumstances.
And whilst we acknowledge that
getting out of ones’ comfort zone
is far from an easy exercise, it is,
most certainly essential to, at
certain stages in our lives, press
the ‘pause’ button and actually ask
the question: “What is it that I
really want out of my life?” –
honestly and openly challenge

ourselves and breathe in the
courage to take action as opposed
to settling for an unfulfilled life.
Here are some of our tips that
can help you push through your
mental barriers and get out of the
‘IDK’ zone:
Visualize
Because ‘seeing is believing’, the
first and most essential step in
making it happen is by visualizing
it! Visualization is a powerful tool
and you can use it by picturing
your perfect scenario, your
dream, your goal or however you
want to define it. Closing your
eyes and accessing your
imagination to actually ‘see’ what
you would like your life to be and
who you would like to become is
key step towards understanding
and identifying what you truly
want. By picturing what you
would like to achieve, you remove
the potential constraints that
generally bind you to your reality
and you often discover new
pathways and limitless possibilities
you were not aware of!
Gain awareness of self–
limiting beliefs
You might come across multiple
reasons that hold you back from
pursuing the perfect scenario: ‘I
can’t really make a living out of
that’, ‘I’m not smart enough’ or
‘it’s too late, I’m too old’.
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Write a list of these ‘obstacles’,
look at each one and find an
example that will clarify whether
that barrier is ‘real’ or a ‘fear’.
This will help you create
awareness around your genuine
roadblocks and work towards
overcoming them so they do not
hold you back anymore! These
thoughts won’t have any power
over you unless you give them a
meaning.
Ask yourself the right
questions
So now that you have your list
and you have clarified what’s truly
holding you back, focus on what is
at the finish line and ask yourself
the right questions, “how can I
overcome these obstacles?”,
“what do I need to do to get
there?”, what will happen if I get
there?”, “how will it make me
feel?”, “how will this change my
life?”… The important part of this
step is that you are making your
vision solid, positive and quite
simply…. doable! You are now on
the path of how to get there
instead of on analysis paralysis
mode. Focus on how to get there
instead of finding 1000 reasons
not to!
Explore and get curious
Looking into what seems to be
‘impossible’ and actually giving it a
real chance will enable you to take
a closer look at alternatives and
ways to actually make your own
personal and unique goals happen.
If you have never really looked at
how to achieve them, how can
you be so sure they are
unattainable?
Cultivating the art of curiosity will
expand your horizon, free you
from obstacles and help you tap
into your resourcefulness and
creativity. Be open up to new
ideas: Brainstorm with friends or
mentors, listen closely to what is
being said, read, research and
always keep an open mind:
Something that was true
yesterday, might not be today!
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Allow yourself to be challenged by
others and see things from a
different perspective.
Ask yourself open questions: by
asking ‘What’ ‘How’ ‘When’ and
‘Where’, you get a deeper
understanding as the answers you
seek will only appear if you are
committed to finding them.
Creating and anchoring a vision,
becoming conscious of your selflimiting beliefs and answering the
right questions, is a powerful place
to be in and from there you can
now explore ways and possibilities
to get what you want. Although
some obstacles are real they are
not insurmountable! Remember,
most successful people didn’t just
stumble on their path, they
worked hard on creating one.
© Copyright, Veronique Ademar
& Salma El-Shurafa
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Sydney Finkelstein

What amazing bosses do differently

We all know that job satisfaction
often hinges on the quality of the
relationships we have with our
bosses. Yet in today’s rapidly
evolving, 24/7 workplaces, it’s not
always clear what managers should
do to create the most satisfying work
experiences and the happiest
employees. My research into the
world’s most successful bosses has
unearthed some common practices
that make work much more
meaningful and enjoyable. If you
supervise others, make sure you do
the following:
Manage individuals, not
teams.
When you’re under pressure, it’s
easy to forget that employees are
unique individuals, with varying
interests, abilities, goals, and styles
of learning. But it’s important to
customize your interactions with
them. Ensure you understand
what makes them tick. Be
available and accessible for oneon-one conversations. Deliver
lessons cued to individual
developmental needs. And when it
comes to promotion, look past
rigid competency models and
career ladders for growth
opportunities tailored to the
ambitions, talents, and capacities
of each person.

Dr. Paul Batalden, a professor
emeritus at Dartmouth College’s
Geisel School of Medicine, who
previously worked under Tommy
Frist at healthcare giant HCA, told
me that his former boss was
“such an unusual CEO” of a
company that size. “You could
always get to see him. He always
had time.” Samuel Howard,
another Frist protégé who is now
CEO of Xantus Corp, added,
“when you asked him to do
something, he would roll up his
sleeves” and work with you to get
it done.
Go big on meaning.
Most employees value jobs that
let them contribute and make a
difference, and many organizations
now emphasize meaning and
purpose in the hopes of fostering
engagement. But this is also the
manager’s responsibility. You can’t
rely on incentives like bonuses,
stock options, or raises. You’ve
got to inspire them with a vision,
set challenging goals and pump up
their confidence so they believe
they can actually win. Articulate a
clear purpose that fires your team
up, set expectations high, and
convey to the group that you
think they’re capable of virtually
anything.
Legendary bosses like Bill Sanders
in real estate, Julian Robertson in

hedge funds, and Bill Walsh in
professional football all
communicated visions that
entranced employees and left
them hell-bent on success. Scot
Sellers, a protégé of Sanders who
went on to become CEO of
Archstone before retiring in 2013,
recalled that his former boss
“would lay out his vision and say,
‘I would like you to be a part of
it.’ You were so honoured to be
asked… that you just wanted to
jump in and say, ‘Sign me up!’”
Focus on feedback.
A 2013 Society for Human
Resource Management survey of
managers in the U.S. found that
“only 2% provide ongoing
feedback to their employees.” Just
2%! Many bosses limit
themselves to the dreaded
“performance review” and often
mingle developmental feedback
with discussions about
compensation and promotion,
rendering the former much less
effective.
As I’ve written elsewhere, some
organizations are changing their
ways, but even if yours sticks with
traditional reviews, you can still
supplement that with the kind of
continuous, personalized feedback
that the best bosses employ. Use
regular—at least weekly—one-onone conversations to give lots of
coaching. Make the feedback clear,
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honest and constructive, and
frame it so that it promotes
independence and initiative.
Hedge fund manager Chase
Coleman remembered that his
former boss and backer, Tiger
Management founder Julian
Robertson, was “very good at
understanding what motivated
people and how to extract
maximum performance out of
[them]. . . . For some, that
[meant] encouraging them, and
for others, it [meant] making
them feel less comfortable. He
would adjust his feedback.”
Don’t just talk… listen.
Employees tend to be happiest
when they feel free to contribute
new ideas and take initiative, and
most managers claim they want
people who do just that. So why
doesn’t it happen more often?
Usually the problem is that bosses
promote their own views too
strongly. Employees wonder:
“Why bother taking risks with
new ideas when my boss’s views
are already so fixed?”
The best leaders spend a great
deal of time listening. They pose
problems and challenges, then ask
questions to enlist the entire team
in generating solutions. They
reward innovation and initiative,
and encourage everyone in the
group to do the same.
Football coach Walsh went out of
his way to encourage input not
only from his assistant coaches,
but also from the players
themselves. He did this before the
game, during the game, and
afterwards when watching game
film. This more collaborative
approach probably had something
to do with his track record with
the San Francisco 49ers: six
division titles, three NFC
Championship titles and three
Super Bowl wins.
Be consistent.
Who could be happy with a boss
who does one thing one day and
another thing the next? It’s hard
to feel motivated when the bar is
always shifting in unpredictable
ways and you never know what to
expect or how to get ahead. So
be consistent in your management
style, vision, expectations,
feedback and openness to new
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ideas. If change becomes
necessary, acknowledge it openly
and quickly.
Kyle Craig, who worked with
restaurant impresario Norman
Brinker at Burger King in the
1980s, remembered his boss’s
consistent humility. “He was
never unwilling to admit his
failures and mistakes, which puts
people around him very much at
ease.” Bill Walsh, meanwhile,
came across as consistently
confident. As former 49ers wide
receiver Dwight Clark remarked,
“There was just an attitude. He
walked with a strut almost—not
cocky, just very confident.” These
superbosses had dramatically
different approaches, yet both
worked well because they were
consistent.

London School of Economics, as
well as a Ph.D. from Columbia
University in strategic
management.

No behaviour a boss adopts will
guarantee happy employees, but
managers who follow these five
key practices will find that they
will help improve well-being,
engagement, and productivity on
any team. The common
denominator is attentiveness. Pay
close attention to your employees
as individuals. Take that extra bit
of time to build their confidence
and articulate a vision; to provide
constant, ongoing, high quality
feedback; and to listen to their
ideas. And ensure that your own
messages are consistent. Is it
hard work? Yes. But it’s worth it.

Professor Finkelstein is a
recognized thought leader on
leadership, strategy, and
corporate governance, and is
listed on the “Thinkers 50,” the
most prestigious ranking of
management thinkers in the
world. He is well known for his
keynote speeches and television
appearances, and is a regular
columnist for the BBC.

Professor Finkelstein has
published 20 books and 80
articles, with several bestsellers,
including the #1 bestseller in the
U.S. and Japan, Why Smart
Executives Fail (see screenshot
below). Based on a six-year study
of 51 companies and 200
interviews of business leaders, the
book identifies the fundamental
reasons why major mistakes
happen, points out the early
warning signals that are critical for
investors and managers alike, and
offers ideas on how organizations
can develop a capability of learning
from corporate mistakes.

Co-ordinates
Email:
sydney.finkelstein@dartmouth.edu
Web: www.superbosses.com
Twitter: @sydfinkelstein

This article was first published in
https://hbr.org/2015/11/whatamazing-bosses-dodifferently?utm_campaign=harvard
biz&utm_source=twitter&utm_m
edium=social on November 27,
2015
© Copyright, Sydney Finkelstein
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and Director of the Center for
Leadership at the Tuck School of
Business at Dartmouth College,
where he teaches courses on
Leadership and Strategy. He is
also the Faculty Director of the
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and has experience working with
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prestigious universities around the
world. He holds degrees from
Concordia University and the
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Sue Barrett

The 7 differences between
Selling, Marketing &
Networking

As I have stated before I am a stickler
for using correct definitions when
describing concepts and their
elements. In music, science,
mathematics, physics and engineering
we do not usually debate the
definition of these constructs. We
accept that a crotchet is a crotchet, a
prime number is a prime number and
so on. No debate.
However, in the world of business
and, especially in the world of
Selling, we get all sorts of
definitions floating about with
meanings both dubious and factual.
This causes, at best, confusion and,
at worst, unnecessary angst.
In the world of selling I have met
too many people who have
negative perceptions of selling and
because of this they often disguise
and hide what they mean by Selling
calling it marketing or networking.
Selling is not the same as these
activities.

The truth is that if we have an
idea, product, service, skill, talent,
or opportunity that we can offer
to someone and they can benefit
from, then we need to be able to
market, network and sell.
Why mislead people with
inaccurate definitions?
Therefore, I implore us all to use
accurate definitions to define
concepts, activities, tasks,
principles, processes, tools and so
on to eliminate confusion and
bring transparency and clarity to
what we do.
So, to put an end to the confusion
that surrounds selling and the
attempts by others to disguise
selling as marketing or networking,
here are the seven differences
between these three important
functions:

Selling
1. Talks to Individuals
2. Is where the stories become
real for the buyer
3. Develops real relationships
based on real deals and a fair
exchange of value
4. Looks after individuals
5. Deals with ambiguities, not
averages
6. Analyses the behaviour of
buyers on an individual basis
7. Engages with buyers to
understand risks they face
when making a purchase and
what is real value

Marketing
1. Talks to Groups
2. Tells the stories (company,
product, etc.) to many people
3. Looks after the brand’s
reputation
4. Needs to keep the stories
circulating and resonating
5. Analyses the big data; delivers
averages
6. Studies the experiences buyers
have when they buy or try
what we offer
7. Focuses on delivering greater
value beyond price and
specials
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Networking
1. Talks to Individuals
2. Initiates relationships based
around core propositions
3. Establishes and develops
business relationships with
other people
4. Is mutually beneficial
5. Takes time to build the real
picture
6. Seeks to help others build
connections to other relevant
networks or people
7. Creates a web of connections
that makes it easier to realise
opportunity
Most people, whether they are a
partner in professional services,
medical professional, the CEO/
MD of a large or small business, a
tradesperson, customer service
person, salesperson,
administrator, or work for a nonfor-profit, and so on need the
ongoing custom of members,
patients, supporters, sponsors or
clients to make a living.
To attract, engage and persuade a
person to exchange something of
value with us i.e. their custom,
support, commitment, etc. we
need to be able to network,
market and sell and, more
importantly, know when and
where to do each activity.
You don’t have to like selling;
however, it is beholden to us all
that we use the correct
terminology when describing what
we do when networking,
marketing and selling, if not for
ourselves, for anyone who follows
in our footsteps. We have a duty
of care to inform them correctly
so they too, may participate in
these activities free from
unnecessary confusion and fear.
© Copyright, Sue Barrett
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Barrett is one of Australia's
leading sales consulting firms
specialising in Sales Strategy, Sales
Force Design, Assessments, Sales
Training and Sales Coaching.
Sue is regarded by many
mainstream business press
publishers & editors as one of the
most authoritative thought leaders
reporting and commenting on the
selling profession and sales
operations in Australia today, with
her company's articles featuring
weekly in BRW & Smart
Company, as well as bimonthly in
IPA's magazine The Public
Accountant.
Sue has written and published 21
books and 500+ articles to date
on the world of 21st Century
selling including topics on sales
philosophy/culture/ethics, sales
leadership, sales coaching, sales
training, selling skills, sales mind
set and resilience, neuroscience in
selling, etc. Sue works as business
adviser, sales coach & trainer,
speaker, and facilitator.

Co-ordinates
Web: www.barrett.com.au
Email: aas@barrett.com.au

E-Mail
Marketing
MailChimp is an email marketing
service and the trading name of
its operator, a United States
company, founded in 2001. By
June 2014 it was sending over 10
billion emails per month on behalf
of its users.
Today, more than 10 million people and
businesses around the world use
MailChimp to design, send, and track
emails. Are you ready to join them?
People use MailChimp to send all sorts of
fantastic email newsletters and messages
to their customers, clients, fans, friends,
and followers
It’s certainly worth a look. The cost can
be as little as nothing for start-ups with
just a few hundred people in a mailing or
a very affordable monthly cost if you
have several thousand recipients in your
mailing list.
Amazingly, if you have up to 2,000
subscribers and want to issue 12,000
emails per month, the service is free –
for ever!
You can sign up here in just 30 seconds
and no credit card is required either.
More features for as little as
$10/month
Some of MailChimp’s features and
support options are only available with
paid accounts. Get automation, delivery
by time zone, email and chat support,
and more when you upgrade to a paid
account.
More details are here.
MailChimp® is a registered trademark of
The Rocket Science Group
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Aki Kalliatakis

Price Hikes - Challenge Everything!

Is it just me, or have companies
forgotten that we are right in the
middle of one of the worst recessions
we have experienced in our lifetimes?
As consumers, we have all had to make
dramatic changes which equate to a
severe tightening of our collective
belts. Millions of people have given up
all sorts of every day non-luxury items
in order to cope with increasingly
expensive prices.
Of course, it's not all
organizations that have put up
prices excessively. For example,
my physiotherapist increased her
fees by 5% this year, and I think
that most hotels catering to the
local market and car hire
companies have tried to maintain
reasonable rates given
competition from AirBnB,
CouchSurfing and Uber. But these
are exceptions rather than the
rule.
Recently, Eskom and SANRAL
have had an almost 10% increase
in tariffs approved - mainly so that
we can fund their collective past
and current incompetence and
stupidity. And they don’t even call
it an increase – their spindoctors
refer to it as “an adjustment.” The
almost-monopolistic satellite
television broadcaster has also
announced an increase way
beyond inflation. Internet service

providers and mobile telephone
companies charge us more per
megabyte than wealthy consumers
in Europe, Asia and America pay.
All shoppers will assure you from
their buying experiences that basic
food commodities like maize meal,
milk and bread, commodities have
increased in expense way beyond
the official inflation figure. I am
told that education inflation is also
way past the normal inflation rate
- even though teachers seem to
be suffering with low increases
just as much as all of us.
When you start looking at food
and non-food items like meat,
soaps and detergents, stationery,
cold drinks and alcoholic drinks,
clothing, and the hundreds of
other little basics that are now
"luxuries", the numbers get
worse. I will not even go down
the road of how expensive
imported and locally produced
basic appliances, electronic goods
like mobile phones, computers,
televisions, and new vehicles have
become.
The one area in which we have a
little bit of economic relief in our
lives is the low price of petrol but
with the increased fuel levy and
after reading business magazines, I
have discovered that economists,
pundits and of course oil company
executives feel that an imminent

increase in the price of petrol is a
good thing - so this too now is
being seriously challenged.
One of the scariest statements I
have ever heard from a company
marketing executive from a
popular fast food chain was made
at a conference of about 250
franchise owners in the group. In
response to a question about
what the company's official line on
price increases was, he said,
"Well, our policy is simple: we
charge what we think the market
can take." As a result, buying food
at this chain is very, very
expensive.
Now, while times are good and
the popularity of this business
meant that they could get away
with this strategy, right now it will
not surprise you to hear that they
are struggling with their
profitability. Their customers have
abandoned them, suppliers don't
want to supply them with the raw
materials needed, employees are
miserable because of all the
uncertainty of waves of
retrenchments, as well as the
pressure on the survivors to do
more with less, and shareholders
are very unhappy, (not that I have
too much sympathy for the latter
group.)
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The message to your customers
has to go something like this: "Like
you, we are struggling to make ends
meet, and every day we are actively
looking at ways in which we can
reduce our costs. But we are not
going to appease shareholders in the
short term by making you suffer even
further. We will commit to you now
in your hard times because we know
that this too shall pass, and we can
together move to a brighter future as
partners together."
Is this asking for too much? I don't
think so.
But what can customers and
consumers do to help in this time
of financial crisis? If you look on
the internet, you will find dozens,
perhaps hundreds of ideas for
how to save money. Some of
them are really very practical and
appealing, like going to restaurants
and movies in quiet times to get a
better deal, (Spurs has a great
Monday night deal!) or shifting
your resources and time to
producing your own water,
electricity, vegetables and other
things.
But as the title of this article
implies, I believe that as
customers we have to challenge
everything in this world of excess
that we have been persuaded we
cannot live without. After some
recent medical procedures and a
focus on improving my health, I
discovered I am very sensitive to
many products that I have used
for my whole life. The doctor
recommended a list of things that
could cause my rashes, and I now
realise I am perfectly happy
without them. Too much meat
and sugar are poisonous for all of
us as human beings, but cutting
them down has proven really
hard.
I shave only with water, and never
put anything else on afterwards,
no matter what the packaging
says. I don’t put on any
deodorants, but do use cheap
aqueous cream instead, and I
smell more pleasant as well. As a
family we wash everything from
dishes to clothes in basic
detergents, with no adverse
effects.
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My vegan mate has brilliant
breath, and then one day he told
me he doesn’t brush with
toothpaste, and hasn’t done so for
forty years. (He does brush his
teeth twice a day with pure tap
water.) On his advice, I may even
find the courage to try this out
one of these days.

Sunil Bali

Wet wisdom…..

Challenge everything that you
don’t need, and that doesn’t give
you anything more that
momentary pleasure.
© Copyright, Aki Kalliatakis

About the Author
Aki Kalliatakis runs The
Leadership LaunchPad, a business
focused on customer loyalty and
radical marketing that he founded
in 1989. He helps companies to
implement customized service and
loyalty strategies and lectures at
executive development
programmes for a number of
business schools of both local and
international universities, though
he believes practical ideas are
more important than academic
theory. He adds value at training
programs in Africa and around the
world.

Co-ordinates
Email: customer@icon.co.za
Website:
www.leadershiplaunchpad.co.za
Twitter: @AkiKalliatakis
LinkedIn: za.linkedin.com/pub/akikalliatakis/1/a2b/b76

Over 70% of our body is made of it, we can’t
survive a week without it, and we can also
learn a few lessons from it.
Here are six of the best:
1. Boiling water softens potatoes and hardens eggs. It’s
about what your made of; not your circumstances.
2. Don’t water the concrete. Nothing grows there. Stay
focused on doing what matters most.
3. Don’t water yourself down, because you’ll be less
palatable to yourself and cheating those who matter. Don’t
water yourself down, simply because someone can’t handle
you pure, undiluted and 100% proof.
4. At 211 degrees fahrenheit water doesn’t do very much,
but at 212 degrees its boils and produces steam which can
power trains weighing over 500 tons. That’s a change in
temperature of less than half a percent. Small differences in
behaviour can create huge changes in results.
5. Ships don’t sink because of the water around them. They
sink because of the water that gets in them. Be careful who
you let into your head. And finally,
6. When life pees on you, remember the words of Billy
Connolly who said, "Todays rain, is tomorrows whisky."
© Copyright, Sunil Bali

About the Author
Sunil is a Performance Coach, Speaker and Author.
Ex Head of Talent for Vodafone Group and Santander, and
having run a £50m business, Sunil has been responsible for
hiring over 50000 people and has had the pleasure of
working with some great entrepreneurs, professionals and
leaders.
Moving minds - Transforming performance

Co-ordinates
E-mail: sunil@sunilbali.com
Web: www.sunilbali.com
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/sunilbali1
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Barry Urquhart

Hold back the tide

A measure of just how much some
union officials are out of touch is the
current mass media advertising
campaign being conducted by the
Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association in Western
Australia.
In essence, it is a personal attack
on the West Australian Premier,
Colin Barnett, and his legislative
initiatives to extend and
deregulate retail trading hours.
The union contends that the
major beneficiaries will be national
and global trading entities, to the
detriment of local small businesses
and their employees. For some,
continuing practices whose
genesis dates from the 1950s
seems relevant. However, there
is no recognition, nor respect for
the needs and expectations of
contemporary consumers.
Retention of restricted trading
hours will doubtless, and
inevitably, be a prime cause of job
losses and business failures.
As more consumers visit on-line
channels and transact purchases,
business owners need to satisfy
demands, lest they cede (rather
than lose) revenue to on-line
operators.
A recent national study of 1800
adult Australians reveals the
criteria applied in the choice of
on-line purchases:

Response
Percentage %
I can shop when I want
71
It’s easy to compare
56
Greater choice
53
Home deliveries
52
Lower prices
49
Convenience is the common
factor in the first four nominated
criteria. Therefore, bricks and
mortar retailers which restrict
trading hours will progressively
become irrelevant, inconvenient
and unattractive. Natural
consequences will be reduced
sales, squeezed profits and less
need for staff members.
Little wonder then that union
membership in the private sector
has collapsed to around 12% of
the target workforces.
The fundamental issue is choice.
Those business owners who
choose to maintain restricted
trading hours will quickly witness
their established and longstanding
clients migrating to on-line
sources (which are available 24/7),
and to competitors which choose
to offer the convenience and
service of extended trading hours.
Price -competitiveness, range,
brand and in-store customer
service will be secondary
considerations.
That is the inconvenient truth.
© Copyright, Barry Urquhart

Barry is author of six books,
including the two largest selling
publications on service excellence
in Australasia. His latest is:
“Marketing Magic – Streetsmart
Marketing”. He is a regular
commentator of consumer issues
on ABC radio, is featured on a
series of interview topics on
“Today Tonight” and contributes
articles to 47 magazines
throughout the world. His latest
presentation is: “Insights on ‘The
Big Picture’ - Future-Proof Your
Business”.
He is one of Australia’s most
active keynote speakers and is an
internationally recognised
authority on quality customer
service, consumer behaviour and
creative visual merchandising.
Marketing Focus is a Perth based
market research and strategic
planning practice. The firm and
Barry consult to multinational,
national and local entities in the
private sector and the public
sector. He is a former lecturer in
Marketing and Management at the
Curtin University of Technology
and has degrees in marketing,
political science and sociology.

Co-ordinates
Mail: 26 Central Road, Kalamunda,
Western Australia 6076
Tel - Office: 006 1089 257 1777
Tel - Mobile: 006 1041 983 5555
E-mail:
Urquhart@marketingfocus.net.au
Website: www.marketingfocus.net.au

About the Author:
Barry Urquhart, Managing
Director, Marketing Focus, Perth,
is an inspiring speaker, author of
Australia’s top two selling books
on customer service and an
international consultant on
dynamic innovation and creativity.
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Paul Sloane

Boost innovation and
recruitment with a Hackathon

Does your company use hackathons? If
you think that they are just for
software companies and tech nerds
then think again.
Today every company has to be a
software company and every
innovator has to find new ways to
meet customer needs.
The principle is simple. Teams
are given a broad challenge and
over 24 to 48 hours they come up
with clever ideas and then
construct working prototypes of
their solutions. These often take
the form of an application which
clients or staff might use. The
teams are bright, diverse and
enthusiastic. They are provided
with technical resources, coffee
and pizza (lots of). They pitch
their ideas in a contest and the
winners get some appealing prizes.
The judges are the organizers and
sponsors.
The Facebook Like button and
Facebook Chat both emerged
from hackathons. The group
messaging app company Groupme
came from a hackathon. It was
acquired by Skype for $85m.
Initially these events were run by
software and high-tech firms but
now all sorts of organisations use
them to generate innovative
ideas. Hackathons have become
popular in pharmaceutical
companies, banks and government
agencies. Recently a British
railway company held a 48 our
hackathon on board a train. One
of the winning ideas was an app
which scanned carriages and

alerted passengers to the location
of empty seats.

© Copyright, Paul Sloane

Disney hold four internal
hackathons a year. Dropbox runs
a ‘hack week’ where employees
can develop any app they like.
Mastercard, the credit card
company, holds at least 12
hackathons a year.

Paul was part of the team which
launched the IBM PC in the UK in
1981. He became MD of database
company Ashton-Tate. In 1993
Paul joined MathSoft, publishers of
mathematical software as VP
International. He became CEO of
Monactive, a British software
company which publishes
software asset management tools.
In 2002 he founded his own
company, Destination Innovation,
which helps organisations improve
innovation. He writes and speaks
on lateral thinking and innovation.
His latest book is The Leader’s
Guide to Lateral Thinking Skills
published by Kogan-Page.

The big new trend in hackathons
is external events. These are
often used as overt or covert
recruitment operations. A
company invites outsiders,
including undergraduates and
recent graduates, to participate in
the session and the teams
generate great ideas. The
hackathon is a PR event to boost
the image of the company and it
enables the firm to identify and
recruit the best presenters, most
imaginative innovators and
nimblest coders from the crowd.
Student hackathons have become
widespread and competitive.
Major League Hacking runs
around 150 events a year where
students show off their technical
skills. Over 50,000 students
participate across Europe and
North America. Any student or
recent graduate can join in even if
they have no programming skills.
Participants are encouraged to
bring a sleeping bag and a pillow!
The word hackathon comes from
hack and marathon – and many of
events are tests of endurance.
However, the contributors seem
to love them and often view them
as social and learning
opportunities.

About the Author:

Co-ordinates:
Web: www.destinationinnovation.com
E-mail: psloane@destinationinnovation.com
Tel: +44 (0)7831 112321

Lessons in Innovation
There are many valuable lessons
in innovation we can learn from
the founder and CEO of Amazon,
Jeff Bezos. Here are three that
feature in Paul Sloane’s
forthcoming book, Think Like an
Innovator. It will be published by
Pearson and is due for release in
August 2016.
Read “Three lessons in innovation
from Jeff Bezos” on page 20.

Do you need to recruit top notch
technical people? Do you need to
get more innovative ideas
implemented more quickly? Why
not try a hackathon?
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Jenny Maddox

3 ways to build rapport and
become influential

If you read all the info, blogs and opinion
pieces about how hard it is to work
across cultures without offending
someone you might never bother to
leave your own neighbourhood! The
reality of course is that working with
anyone requires sensitivity and
awareness. That’s not to diminish the
stretch of working across cultures, but it
is worth taking courage because it is a
big and exciting world out there.
I’ve worked with a number of global
teams over the years. Now maybe I
have just been really lucky, but the
one thing I have found to be true
universally is people’s willingness to be
generous, to forgive cultural faux pas,
and to help and encourage wherever
they can. Of course you need to do
your homework and understand as
much as you can about the culture
that you are working within, but often
we find ourselves working with teams
made up of people from many
cultures, and what can help us then is
the same things that helps us when
building any new relationship: not
making assumptions, not being
arrogant that you know best, and to
always be flexible and open minded.
These are the fundamentals of building
rapport, that key component of any
influential relationship (if you follow
the thinking of Neuro-Linguistic
Programming). If rapport is the only
truly reliable way to be influential,
then it is good to know that there are
three key things that help us to build
it:
1. Share openly what our purpose is
so that there is no mystery or
misunderstanding
2. Use all our senses to gather the
available clues about what is going
on, and check out the meaning of

those clues by asking what they
mean
3. Be flexible and adapt our approach
so that we can offer what we are
doing in the way that is easiest for
the other person to get.
All of these help us to see the world
from someone’s point of view, what
the jargon calls second position. And if
we start from wondering what it is the
other person needs, then we are likely
to be able to build great relationships
with anyone.
This thinking has altered the way I
work radically over the last 25 years,
away from being the expert, offering
the answer and knowing what is right,
to offering space so that others can
choose what is right for them.
Everything I know about people tells
me that we are all different and will
flourish in different ways, so my job is
to provide the opportunity for people
to do just that. The cross-cultural
dimension stretches that further
perhaps, but it is true whoever I am
working with.
One very real example was some
years ago when working with a group
of leaders brought together from all
over the globe. Together they had
succeeded in a challenging project and
wanted to celebrate. Some chose to
party, some chose a quiet reflective
space, some chose to take selfies and
text them to colleagues and friends all
over the world!! All met their
celebratory needs their way, and what
was really great was that there was no
sense of judgement from anyone in
the group about who had got it right.
For me the true celebration was not
of the task, but of the understanding
we had all gained that we are all
different, and that different is good.

About the Author
Jenny has been working in the field of
building rapport and influence for over
20 years, working with organisations
all over the world.
Currently completing her book
"Coach Yourself to be Your Best"
Jenny is also the creator of The
Choose You Project, focusing on her
belief that personal development is
not about changing who you are, but
is about understanding yourself and
choosing which bits of yourself you
use to achieve the best outcome in
any situation.
*This article was provided by The Aziz
Corporation, a very well established
senior leadership coaching consultancy
specialising in executive coaching and
bespoke development around the
theme of leadership communications –
for both individuals and small groups.
Having over 30 years’ experience of
working with FTSE listed businesses,
its mission is to add value to
businesses by ensuring their people
are successful leaders and effective
communicators. Expertise offered by
The Aziz Corporation includes
leadership coaching, team coaching,
presentation & public speaking
training, impact and influence skills
development and media training.

Co-ordinates
Khalid Aziz, Chairman
The Aziz Corporation,
1 Aziz Court, Parkhill,
Winchester, So21 3DS
Email: khalida@azizcorp.com
Tel: 01962 774766
Selina Van Laere, Managing Director
Email: selinavl@azizcorp.com
Tel: 01962 794544
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John Niland

Cognitive Trust and Affective Trust

To win wholehearted trust from
another person, you need to win both
their head and their heart. However,
not everyone we meet places equal
reliance on these two faculties.
Some people (and cultures) are
primarily cognitive. When
building trust, they look for
evidence that is factual: e.g.
evidence of credibility, trackrecord, process, reliability,
tangible results and useful insights.
If you can answer their questions
specifically (or guide them to ask
better questions) then you build
trust.
Other people (and cultures) are
primarily affective. They first
decide if they like you or not, then
they listen to what you have to
say. Bombarding them with
evidence of your credibility is
unnecessary and may even be
counter-productive. Their
decision to trust is intuitive rather
than rational ... and is often
uncannily accurate. They take in
your body language, your
attentiveness to them and a host
of non-verbal cues.
While most people will use both
dimensions (i.e. cognitive and
affective), in practice the majority
of people have a tendency to rely
more heavily on one dimension
than the other. For example, in

large organisations, the greater
the likelihood that trust-building is
cognitive... at least in northern
Europe. But beware of
stereotypes: I have come across
senior managers in finance who
build trust affectively, just as many
freelance professionals are as
cognitive as you can find on the
planet.
In a team environment, affective
trust tends to win out. If team
members like each other, this
generally makes for greater
performance and mutual support
than if they simply cognitively
respect each other. However, in
many teams, it's worth noting that
cognitive respect plays a big part
in whether one professional likes
another or not. So it's always
worth considering both
dimensions... not just the one that
most reflects you!
© Copyright, John Niland

Since 2000, John has been
coaching others to achieve
success, with a particular passion
for supporting professionals “who
wish to contribute rather than
just to win, and hence do higher
value work via better
conversations with clients and
colleagues”.
In parallel, John is one of the cofounders of the European Forum
of Independent Professionals,
following twelve years of coaching
>550 professionals to create
more value in their work. Author
of The Courage to Ask (together
with Kate Daly), Hidden Value and
100 Tips to Find Time.

Co-ordinates
Tel:
Belgium (0032) 32 2 201 1121
London: +44 (0) 845 644 3407
Email: john@vco-global.com
Web:
http://www.johnniland.com/about

About the Author
John Niland is best-known as a
conference speaker on doing
higher value work and creating
more opportunity via better
conversations. His passion is
energising people: boosting
growth through higher energy
levels, that in turn leads to better
dialogue and business growth.
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Andy Bounds

You know those things you dread hearing every
day? Here’s how to remove them

There are certain things we all dread
hearing at work:
 You aren’t experienced
enough for this
 Sorry, I can’t help you. I
don’t have time.
 This isn’t a priority
 Reduce your price
 I think we just won’t
bother. It’s easier to do
nothing
 We already have
someone we’d prefer to
work with
 The answer’s ‘no’. Now,
what did you want?
When you see things like this, it’s
no wonder people dread hearing
them.
But, did you know, it’s not these
sentences that you actually
dread?
The thing you dread is your
inability to respond to them. It’s
that awful rabbit-in-headlights,
paralysing moment where you
think “I hate it when they say that.
I have no idea what to say in
response”
But, imagine you did know a great
way to respond.

Well, you’d no longer dread them
asking. In fact, it would be like
any other question you knew the
answer to. You’d just answer it.
Therefore, to remove the dread,
it’s simply a question of scripting,
editing and practising saying what
you’ll say in response.
It’s easier than you think to do
this. All you need are three
things:
 a pen
 a piece of paper and
 your favourite drink
Start by pouring your favourite
drink. Have some.
Then, draw a two-column table
on your piece of paper. On the
left, list all the sentences you
dread hearing – one in each row.
Then, after another swig of drink,
complete the right column - what
you’ll say in response when you
hear each Dread Sentence.
Make it as easy as possible to
write the best possible response.
For example, you could:
 (this is the one I do) Talk to
yourself. Say loads of answers
out loud a few times, until one
sounds promising. Then, keep
saying it out loud, self-editing





as you go. When it sounds
right, then write it down; or
Write first, say it out loud,
and then edit till it’s right; or
if one of your contacts is good
at stuff like this, ask them for
help; or
Search on Google or
YouTube for ideas…

…whatever you need do, to
create compelling responses.
And then, after another drink,
practise saying them. Again and
again. Until they feel natural to
you. You’ll see the dread
disappear very quickly.
One final tip – but this is if you
want to go up to Ninja Level…
Create a third column titled ‘preemptive strike’. In it, write what
you could say in advance of them
saying the thing you dread. In other
words, you’re the one who raises
it, not them. It sounds scary to do
this. But it’s often less so. After
all, you’re now not waiting for
them to say it, wondering when it
will happen. You 100% control
when it does.
‘If I were you’ often works well
here. For example, “if I were you, I
might be concerned about the fact
I haven’t worked in this industry
before. Is that right?”
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If they say it is a concern, answer
with your response from Column
#2. If they say they aren’t
concerned about it, no problem you didn’t need to dread it.
When could you use this Dread
Table? Well, it works in many
walks of life - anywhere there’s
something you dread hearing. I’ve
seen it used most often with
salespeople (to handle objections),
job interviews (to remove reasons
they won’t hire you), and requests
for internal resource (to stop
them saying no).
What are you dreading hearing
today?
Action point
My ‘dread’ with this Tip is that
you like it, but won’t use it when
it matters. So, let’s try a preemptive strike…
If I were you, I might be thinking
‘this makes perfect sense. But I’m
too busy to find time to do it’.
And that’s perfectly
understandable. Unfortunately,
you do need to prepare your
response to these things you
dread. You can either:
 Prepare your response in
advance, as I’m suggesting
here. Take your time. Ask
people for help. Practise till
you feel good about it, and so
on; or
 Prepare your response in zero
time, because someone’s just
said the thing you’re dreading
and you have to think of a
brilliant answer right now. Let’s
face it: pretty stressful, and
unlikely to work
I guess I’m saying: you have to
prepare your response some
time. So you might as well do it in
the easiest, safest way.
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People often tell me this Dread
Table is a quick, powerful solution
to a problem they’ve had for a
long time. And if you want some
quicker, more powerful solutions
to things that have been troubling
you, check out more simple
techniques on these videos.

Paul Chapman

12
pitfalls
Boards
should
avoid

© Copyright, Andy Bounds

About the Author
Andy Bounds is an expert at
helping companies communicate
and sell better. Author of two
best-selling books and winner of
the title Britain’s Sales Trainer of
the Year, Andy has shared his
expertise with some of the
world’s largest companies, helping
every one of them have more
success. Marketing legend
Drayton Bird said Andy had
taught him ‘… more about
effective communicating than a
lady who’d taught two American
Presidents’.

Message from Andy Bounds
Are you following me on twitter?
To receive my weekly tips on how
to communicate more effectively,
click here
Short of time? Here are my Quick
Wins

Co-ordinates
E-mail: andy@andybounds.com
Web: www.andybounds.com/tips

A board is responsible for the sustainable
success of the organisation but in most
companies the majority, if not all, of the
board members have management
responsibilities. The challenge is to do both
well!
Common issues are:
 A lack of strategic focus
 The board gets wrapped up in the minutiae
 Lack of board meeting structure - an ineffective chair
 Not using numbers – for results and for forecasting
 Backward looking not focused forward
 Too much time spent on next month rather than
next year
 Getting involved in day-to-day management of the
company - this may be necessary, but not in board
meetings
 Not having the necessary breadth of expertise - e.g.
strategy, marketing, sales, finance, people
 Lack of drive or commitment – if your board
meeting is boring you are doing something wrong!
 Bickering – a focus on personalities rather than the
business
 Not holding board members and management to
account – failure to deal with underperformance
 Group think – a lack of intellectual challenge means
we stay in our comfort zones
If your board meetings or activities display 2 or more of
the following you need to take action.
© Copyright, Paul Chapman

About the Author
Paul Chapman had over 20 years’ experience of
marketing, sales and general management in the UK,
Europe, USA and the Far East in both blue chip and early
stage companies. He held managing director and
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companies. He has experienced an IPO on NASDAQ, is
a member of the Institute of Directors and has been a
company mentor with the Universities of Southampton
and Surrey. He joined the Azure Partners board in 2004.
For more information contact Paul Chapman on 0207
100 1233 or email him at:
paul.chapman@azurepartners.co.uk
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Judith E. Glaser

How to turn challenging conversations into
trusting relationships at work

No one could believe it – Radio Shack
let thousands of people go and they did
it through email! Most people dislike
delivering bad news in person, and will
find any way to avoid it.
Making eye contact with another
person who you care about, and with
whom you need to deliver a difficult
message – probably creates
disappoint, upset or hurt – and is one
of the most difficult things for human
beings to do. So, rather than
confronting these challenges, we often
take too many alternatives which at
the time seem to be less challenging
or hurtful but later turn out to cause
more pain.
Discussing / Delivering / Moving
Through Bad News
Clouding the Issue
Two years ago I was asked to coach a
CEO who was one of 6 reporting to a
chairman. The difficult message the
chairman wanted to give the leaders
was that if she didn’t raise the
performance of her team she would
be asked to leave. Rather than giving
that message, the chairman wrote a
six page report that provided feedback
with 98% about how good
the leader was. Embedded in the
document were 2 to 3 lines, which
briefly stated that the chairman
expected a higher level of
performance from the leader. When I

asked the leader what this document
communicated to her and what she
would do as a result, she said she was
doing everything right and therefore
was on the right track for her bonus.
Failing to be candid with others is one
of the largest reasons why people
ultimately leave companies. When we
think we are doing the right things, we
keep doing them. When key messages
are embedded into larger messages,
they get lost, are “sandwiched in”
which means we can easily discount
them or deal with them as less
important.
Candor is Golden
People do care about outcomes, but
they care more about the processes
that produce those outcomes. People
want to know where they stand and
why. If there is a difficult message they
need to hear, employees would prefer
to know the truth rather than a
watered down or clouded version of
it.
Candor supersedes fluff in situations
where truth is the medicine
needed. Fear of telling a person they
have failed, or are about to be fired,
or they didn’t make the cut are
realities in life. We all know this. Yet
we do more harm to an individual by
trying to soft pedal our way through a
difficult conversation. When people
are candid with us – and do it in a

caring way – we are open to building
trust with them – it’s as simple as that.
Turning Difficult Conversations into
Trusting Relationships at Work
How should a leader address
customers; shareholders; the press;
employees? Are there different
components of the message that
should be shared with one group and
not another? Who needs what type of
information? Most of all, how can you
set the context for difficult not to be
so difficult. The best strategy is to be
specific and clear about what is
happening, rather than clouding the
message with hyperbole.
Unmet Expectations:
Most difficult messages come from a
very common origin. Unmet
expectations. I failed to deliver the
results you expected. You failed to
deliver the results I expected. It is
difficult because it contains
embarrassment and disappointment –
two things human beings dislike the
most. It is a social embarrassment and
when this is the core of the context,
then people want to deflect the
message, minimize it, blame others,
avoid it – or any other tactic they can
think of.
Every difficult message has a dynamic
that is unique to the situation. If you
don’t care about the relationship, then
you can say anything you want. In this
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case you can “data dump” or get the
situation off your chest and act
mindlessly about how you say it.
Sometimes this can be venting or
letting it all out if the issue is about
your relationships with them.
Caring:
However, in most other cases, if your
goal is to share something that is
considered “difficult” and you want to
sustain the relationship, you need to
set the context for a sustained
relationship up front so the person
knows that this may be difficult for
both of you… and that you care about
them regardless of how difficult the
message will be.
Candour:
In addition, you want to be explicit
and honest about what you are
sharing. Candour communicates
respect, and that is what people want
most. Not candor that looks like
blame, or anger, but candor that looks
like the real truth.
Example: Failure to Deliver Results
on Your End
For example, your company failed to
make its numbers this quarter and it’s
because of a delay in the launch of a
product. There will be an impact on
stock price, or deliveries, on
employee bonuses - so the impact is
across the board with employees,
shareholders, press and even
customers. Identify where the impacts
lie, take responsibility for the event,
ask people to accept your apology,
explain your new strategy for making
it better, and ask for their ongoing
support or help in any way that is
needed.
Understand How to Address Fears,
Concerns, and Worries
Triggering: ‘Feared Implications’
Very often just the thought of having a
difficult conversation causes anxiety
and fear. Our minds quickly create a
movie of what might happen, and our
minds are quick to imagine the worst.
I call this ‘feared implications.’ Feared
implications are the worst-case
scenarios, and when our minds
imagine the worst, the
neurochemistry of fear takes over.
The clinical name for this is Amygdala
Hijack, named after the part of
the brain, which is the seat of fear.
Priming:
Do have the conversation in person
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whenever you can. When you talk
with someone face-to-face, it primes
the way for an honest and caring
exchange and it does make a
difference. People experience a great
level of trust and openness when they
see someone face-to-face and see the
look in their eyes of caring and
concern for their wellbeing.
Refocusing & Redirecting:
Do focus on outcomes and especially
those that may be good or better for
the person down the road. A person
receiving bad news will be focusing on
the loss and you want them to focus
on how to use this situation to grow
and to gain something better than
what they had before. Redirect and
refocus them on how to use this
situation as an opportunity for change
and growth.
Reframing:
Do focus on development and growth
not punishment and blame. Most
people feel shame and embarrassment
when something goes wrong. When
you reframe a discussion from
‘criticism’ to ‘development’ it shifts
the person from thinking, “I was bad”
to “Here are new ways to be
successful.” This creates a new
energetic shift in their brain from the
fear state to being open to learn
something new. The Heart-Prefrontal
Cortex will start working together
and become in sync to create a
healthy state of mind – open to learn.
Co-creating:
Fear closes down conversations.
When the boss is afraid to talk, it
amplifies the fear and feared
implications. Instead, be open to
discussing the impact and implications
of the news. People will always say
after the fact, that when a leader was
open to discussion, it makes them feel
that the difficult news was palatable. If
the process of exchange is fair and
open, with candor, respect and caring,
then they can accept the news. Also, if
there is dialogue they may come up
with other ways of handling the
situation that had not been revealed
before.
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Jonathan Jay

Salesmanship in Print

Has a sales rep ever knocked your
door and said this?
“Welcome. At ABC Ltd, we’re
committed to taking our customer
experience to new sector-defining
heights. As Investors in People, we
believe in nurturing talent, passion and
creativity, to fulfil our holistic vision of
service-led multi-faceted client
solutions.”
I could be wrong. But I’m guessing
‘No’ - this has never happened!
Because even an average sales rep is
way too smart to pull a stunt like
that.
They know all too well, they have to
live or die by their results - so if
they lead with some vague
corporate waffle, they’re going to
starve!
So why, I have to ask, do so
many websites, brochures,
letters and emails start on this
weird note? Where everything is
about the business, in stilted
corporate jargon… when it should
be about you, in simple natural
language?
It should be written as the salesman,
talking to you face to face.
When you think about this, it’s
obvious!
I mean, if you spoke to your target
customer in person, you’d have a
normal conversation. Because you
want to speak to their heart…not

their head…which means talking to
them like a fellow human.

And that’s something we can
help with at Digital Lighthouse.

So when it comes to the written
word, logically the same rule applies.

Our award-winning lead generation
package, The Complete Digital
Marketing System, gives you
access to this kind of conversational
copy.

The fact that ‘everybody else writes
formally’ is not a good reason to do
it. Remember, most businesses fail
within 5 years - so blindly following
the herd can lead you off the edge
of a cliff.
So my advice is, take your lead
from the world’s greatest
marketers.
You’d never get a formal letter from
Richard Branson, would you? He’d
write to you in a chatty style, just
like the email you’re reading now.
I hope that makes sense, because it
will (not ‘can’, will) make a major
difference in the results you get
from copy.
Think of it as nothing
but salesmanship in print.
However…if you’re wedded to the
idea of formal writing, I know I
won’t change your mind here! So
why not test it instead?
Take your formal web page and
rewrite it as if you were looking
your customer in the eye. Then
run it for a month, and see what
happens.
The results will surprise you – especially
if your new copy style is part of a wider
campaign with a single purpose, like
generating new leads.

I explain it all in this video.
In a nutshell, it’s about finding your
target customers, using the latest
digital marketing tools and the best
of traditional offline media –
whichever is right for you.
Then we use copy to grab the
customer’s attention with an
irresistible offer…build their trust
through follow-up messages…all the
while, informing and educating, so
they’ll think of you as their go-to
person.
Why? Because people will buy in their
own good time…not when you tell
them to!
So it makes sense to own that
priceless space at the top of their
mind.
And you’ll only achieve that by
mixing great copy with web
creation, smart design, video
and more.
Like I said, the video tells you
more. Once you’ve watched it, you
can apply for your free session right
there on the page.
Or if you’re ready now, call
Derek on 0203 375 1138.
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Ready to take things further?
So watch this video, or call Derek
on 0203 375 1138.
And whatever you do today, please
take this email to heart: start writing
copy that feels like a conversation…or
find someone who’ll do it for you.
You’ll generate a heap of new
leads when customers feel there’s
a human being behind the
message.
P.S. This meeting is not for
everyone: you must own your own
business, and you must be ready to
grow it. Plus, you must have the
cash to invest at least £995 per
month in your marketing – because
whether you work with us or not,
you can’t implement leading edge
strategies on a shoestring.
Take a look at the video. Then
call Derek on 0203 375 1138 –
or click here to request a call
back.
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Paul Sloane

Three Lessons in Innovation from Jeff
Bezos
As a boy brought up in Florida, Jeff Bezos developed a keen interest in computers. He graduated
from Princeton in 1986 with a degree in computer science and electrical engineering. He then
worked for an investment firm in New York before quitting his well-paid position in 1994 to start
Amazon, just as internet commerce was beginning to take off. He started the company in his
garage where he wrote the software systems for online commerce. He opened his virtual
bookstore in 1995. The success of the company was spectacular. Within two months of opening
sales were running at $20,000 a week and they continued to escalate.
Amazon.com went public in 1997. Traditional bookstores responded with their own websites but
none was as appealing, as agile or as successful as Amazon. Bezos diversified his product range first
with CDs and videos followed by electronic goods, toys and clothes. Sales leapt from half a million
dollars in 1995 to $17 billion in 2011.
Amazon pioneered many innovative practices such as recommending what customers would like
based on an algorithm which compared previous buying patterns with those of other consumers.
Although its sales of new books were growing very healthily, in 2002 Amazon introduced a service
whereby people could sell second-hand books through the company’s website. This was surprising
as it appeared that each second-hand book sale meant the loss of a larger-margin new book sale.
The move was controversial and Jeff Bezos sent out an open letter explaining Amazon’s actions. In
it he argued that selling second-hand books was good for customers and therefore good for the
industry.
Amazon developed tremendous IT skills and capacity as it grew rapidly selling books and other
products on-line. It was a giant in B to C (Business to Consumer) products. After the dot.com
crash in 2000 Amazon found itself with excess IT capacity in its data centres. It offered web
services to businesses and became a leader in B to B (Business to Business) web services – a
completely different field from its original strength. By 2015 Amazon Web Services was the world’s
leading provider of Cloud infrastructure services.
Jeff Bezos realised that there was a potential customer need for an inexpensive reader for
electronic books. But Amazon had no experience or competence in electronic product design or
manufacture. Amazon’s strengths lay in excellent web services, software and logistics. For the
company to launch its own hardware product would be a major step into unknown territory. Yet
that is what they did in 2007 with the launch of the Kindle. It became a tremendous success.
The company continued to experiment and innovate in a remarkable number of fields. It produced
its own TV and Film features. In 2013 it announced plans for drone deliveries. Not all the
innovations succeed. In 2014 Amazon entered the smartphone market with the release of the Fire
Phone. It was considered to be too gimmicky and it flopped.
Bezos has a diverse range of business interests. He is the founded an aerospace company Blue
Origin, to provide private space flights. In 2013, he purchased The Washington Post newspaper.
In 2016 his personal wealth was estimated to be some $60B making him one of the five richest
people in America.
Lessons for Innovators
 Disrupt your own business before someone else does. Offering second hand books at low
margin threatened Amazon’s higher value new book sales but this did not bother Bezos. He
wanted to own that segment of the market too and to prevent a competitor from seizing it.
 Innovate in another field with your spare capacity. Bezos led Amazon on a remarkable
pivot. Because of its internal IT expertise and spare server capacity the company became a
leader in web services for businesses – a completely different field from its core business in
consumer goods delivery. Do you have unused capacity that can be put to an innovative use?
 Anticipate customer needs. Amazon was selling conventional books but Bezos could see that
some people would want to read electronic books on computers. He stole a march on
competitors by developing Amazon’s proprietary e-book reader, the Kindle. It was attractively
priced and scooped the market. For a book seller to build a consumer electronics product
device was a risky venture but it paid off. What will people want to do differently in the
future?
See more here
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Paul Matthews

The first steps to culture change

When asked for directions, a wise
man once said, ‘If I were you, I
wouldn’t start from here.’ And it’s
the same with culture change. The
temptation is to rush in to change,
to stand up in front of the
assembled masses and, with a
note of exaltation in your voice,
proclaim that from now on it’s all
going to change, all going to be
different.
The trouble is that it won’t be
different, and starting with an
announcement is the one sure fire
way of ensuring that not only will
nothing change; things will actually
get worse as employees sit back,
fold their arms and prepare to be
let down. The need for change
may have been driven by a
perceived problem or by external
influences, but either way, unless
you know what drives the culture
at the start, you haven’t a hope of
changing it. So step one in the
process is to undertake a cultural
audit.
Step 1 - The cultural audit
From the moment that someone
steps into an office or otherwise
comes into contact with a
business, aspects of the culture
start to appear. Outward signs
include
 Office layout, employee
dress and attitude





Strict hours or flexible
working
Correspondence
response times
Silos or collaborative
working patterns.

But there are also hidden
assumptions which may only
become apparent over time and
which have an equally profound
effect on the way in which the
organisation operates and
presents itself to the world. These
hidden assumptions may include:
 The filtering of
information as it passes up
the command chain
 Not taking holidays at
certain times
 A culture of excessive
hours
 Being able to step outside
the command chain to
provide customer
solutions.
Taking time to understand both
the outward and hidden signs is a
vital first step towards creating a
culture which will lead the
organisation towards a strong
future. But it can be hard for
those within the organisation to
see every aspect of the culture.
When you live the culture day by
day your actions, attitude and
assumptions are influenced by the
culture and that makes it hard to
step outside and ask the question
‘why’:






Why do we follow this
process?
Why do we act in this
way toward each other?
Why is the chain of
command set as it is?
Why is the shared lounge
area TV permanently set
to BBC1?

To be effective, the audit has to
be impartial and in many cases
that means that organisations may
well decide to call on help from an
external organisation. This doesn’t
have to take the form of a
complete review, although often
that is the most cost- and timeeffective solution. But those who
prefer to run audits in house may
benefit from guidance on the way
in which the audit should be
structured, the types of questions
to ask, or moderating the way in
which feedback is analysed.
When running a cultural audit, the
optimum results are obtained
from a quantitative and qualitative
analysis. This not only matches
actual metrics to impressions and
feedback, it can also minimise
disruption. Anonymous surveys,
focus groups and observational
reporting can all help to build up
an accurate picture of current
culture. It is also important to
ensure that a cross-section of the
workforce is involved. Remember
that, when it comes to problems
such as silo working, interpersonal problems or team
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unrest, the cause could sit at any
level within the organisation. If the
focus group is too narrow, the
truth could easily be obscured by
back-covering.
Similarly, it is important to
consider whether third parties
need to be included in the
assessment. Customer focus
groups, supplier feedback and
general industry comment from
an appropriate regulator can all
help to focus attention on what
needs to be done. Overall, the
assessment might reveal some
uncomfortable truths, but until
the leadership understands where
the organisation stands today, it
will not be able to move forward.
Step 2 - Define the
organisation’s purpose, vision
and values
Once the assessment is complete,
the leadership team should be
able to start to define the future
shape of the organisation. Here
again, it is important not to rush
ahead into imposing a solution.
For example, the assessment may
have revealed a problem with one
department operating under a silo
mentality. It’s all too easy to jump
into instructing the department to
co-operate more or to change the
team leader. However, the root
cause of the problem may lie
more in the leadership imposing
limiting targets, in an
organisational structure which of
itself isolates that department or
with inadequate resources being
provided to enable the team to
function effectively. None of these
will be overcome by rushing a
dictatorial solution into place.
The answer is to take time to
examine the purpose, vision and
values of the organisation, with
particular emphasis on the findings
of the evaluation. The purpose
encompasses the aims, goals and
aspirations of the business. These
will include the underlying
assumptions that the vision and
strategy are built upon. The vision
sets out where the business
should be, while strategy aims to
get it there. Revisiting the
purpose, vision and values of the
organisation on a regular basis is
one of the prime tasks of
organisational leadership, whether
or not the culture requires
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resetting. To do otherwise is to
sleep-walk into disaster.
Step 3 - Translating the vision
into action
Now that the leadership team
have defined the future shape of
the organisation, they can start to
set the attitudes and behaviours
which will help to deliver a strong
future. These are often ingrained
within an organisation and can be
the hardest to change and yet the
most rewarding when they do.
Some, such as honesty and
integrity, are often so implicit in
any employment contract that
they can be overlooked. And yet,
when you look beneath the
surface, they can form the basis
for the implied contract with
customers and third parties. For
example, a culture which actively
incorporates integrity would not
deliver forged customer
documents, rate fixing, small print
which is heavily weighted in favour
of the organisation, or targets
which can only be met if
unsuitable products are sold to
vulnerable customers.
The exercise to define the
purpose and to set the attitudes
and behaviours is generally carried
out by the senior management
team, but here again it can be
worth bringing in external experts
to facilitate the discussion.
Particularly in cases where a
complete overhaul is required, it
can sometimes be difficult for
executives to put aside ingrained
attitudes and to step up to the
changes required.
It is rare for steps two and three
to be completed in a single
meeting. A series of focused
meetings not only gives the
participants time to reflect and
refine, it also provides
opportunities for key employees
within the organisation and third
parties to be sounded out as the
first step in engaging hearts and
minds in the idea of change.
However, to prevent any
employee goodwill which was
engendered from the initial
discovery phase becoming
dissipated, the discussion and
definition time should not be
unduly prolonged.

Only once the leadership have a
clear vision about the beliefs and
behaviours which they want to
instil in the organisation can they
move on to the next phase; that
of managing and leading culture
change.
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Michael Ruiz

How to get SEO and Social Media working for
you

SEO and SMM are like peanut butter
and jelly, eggs and bacon, we get the
analogy. You can’t have one without
the other, or at the least, you don’t
want to.
SEO and social media work great
together for a number of different
reasons that we’ll get into detail in
this article. According to a lot of
different elite SEO communities
and metric websites, social media
controls 7 out of the top 10 SEO
ranking factors for 2015.

Many business owners and
webmasters searching for SEO
services believe that SEO is
enough to make a business
successful. But SEO is not enough.
Can SEO take your business to
another level. Absolutely, it can,
I’ve seen it time and time again.
However, SEO can only get you
so far.
SEO is going social. We clearly
see this with the new SEO ranking
factors in 2015. Social media
metrics can help you increase
your SEO metrics. The
combination of the two is exactly
what you need going into 2015

and beyond until we’re told
otherwise.
Establish Your Social
Platforms
One of the first orders of business
is to establish your social
platforms. Likely, if you’re
already have an established
website, you may already have
some social platforms. If you
don’t, you need to build your
social communities. Social media
platforms count toward your SEO
rankings and include Google+,
Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter.
These are the four social
platforms that are listed in our
2015 SEO ranking factors. It
doesn’t mean that LinkedIn,
YouTube and other social profiles
won’t help. So do keep that in
mind. You should have a general
idea how much traffic is coming
from your social websites. If not,
you need to start tracking this
with Google Analytic or some
type of SEO software.
Building social communities takes
a lot of work, and I mean a LOT
of work. If you’re not promoting
your website through social
platforms, you likely have no clue
how time consuming this can be.
Sure, you can make a post in a
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minute and share it to all your
platforms in 3 minutes with your
software. Here’s the question,
“how is that working for you?” If
your social traffic is leading to
sales and revenue, then awesome!
Keep it up. If your social traffic is
not buying anything or nonexistent, time to make some
changes.

terms of SEO. The value is little,
but if your post lead to a call-ofaction, it’s another added benefit.
The great thing about social media
marketing is the fact that you
can share other post to give
your audience something great to
read. You can always use this
technique if you’re short on your
own content.

If your social media marketing
looks automated, I doubt many
people read it. You have to
connect with your audience on a
personal level to be successful. If
you don’t content with your
audience in terms they
understand, you’ll never convert
them.

Use Your Targeted Keywords
In Social Content
Just how you target specific
keywords in content on your
website, you can do the same in
your social post. Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest and Google+ all
allow you to use #hashtags in
your post. This is very important,
all of your social posts should
contain at least one #hashtag. This
will allow users to possibly find
your social post. You can
concentrate on both main and
secondary keywords. The more
prominent your social platform
becomes, the higher you will rank
in social search engines.

Be Active On Your Social
Channels
If you want to target the right type of
traffic to your websites, you have to
be active on your social platforms.
All of your social platforms should
have at least one new post a day.
And just as we talked before, you
need to make sure that your post
has a human approach. If the pot
doesn’t connect with the user, it’s
likely that it won’t be read. Think
about, when you’re on social
media, why do you click on a
post? You click because you find it
interesting, you click on it because
it’s useful. Yes! The human
approach.
How many likes you get, shares
you get, comments you get,
retweets you get and pins, all of
them matter. Getting
the engagement and
interaction going is not always
easy, especially when you first
start out and nobody knows you
exist. It will take time, hard work
and patience. The fastest way to
grow your social platforms is by
providing great high quality
content.
Popular Social Post
Let’s talk about your social
content for a moment. Some of
the most popular social post
are pictures, people love
pictures. We all enjoy looking at a
great picture. Infographics are
one popular form of pictures. If
your social post link back to you
website, it’s an added benefit.
Although social links are no follow
links, you can benefit from it in

Of course, before you do so,
you’re going to need to
know how to research keywords
for your business. If you already
have your keywords, then you can
get straight to work.
When you publish a new
article on your website, you
should immediately share it on all
your social platforms with the
most relative keywords to the
content. In some cases, this may
free useful information. Perhaps,
you did an article on a new
product that you’re selling or
looking to build a specific email
list. There’s many purposes for
sharing your content on your
social platforms. The more you
build your social communities, the
more they will benefit long term.
Share Your Content on Social
Media
So you've created this great
repertoire of content that
consists of guides, e-books, white
papers, checklists, quizzes,
podcasts, videos, and infographics.
Now you can just sit back and
wait for the results, right? Well,
not quite. Think about relevant
places you can promote your
content. It's usually beneficial to
promote it across your social

media sites like Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google
Plus. Where exactly you'll do this
depends on your business, but
also think about Pinterest, Reddit,
and online forums and
communities.
As well, be sure people can easily
share your content on their social
media sites by adding share
buttons. Social media is a great
way to get more eyeballs on your
content, increase the likelihood of
it going viral, and showcase your
expertise. All this in addition to
the SEO benefits that social media
provides.
Analyze and Optimize Your
Content
Use Google Analytics and social
media data to see which types of
content performed best. Look at
the number of page views from
one piece of content to the next
as well as comments, likes, shares,
re-tweets, and/ or average time
on site. By understanding which
content performs best and worst,
and then consequently producing
more or less of certain types
accordingly, you'll optimize your
content marketing and get better
results over time.
Set measurable goals, produce
great content, promote it on
social media, and then analyze and
optimize your content. If done
properly, you'll get more traffic to
your site and rank higher in the
SERPs. There's a natural synergy
between content marketing, SEO,
and social media. Understanding
this synergy is key to a successful
digital strategy.
Link Potential
Social media activity can help to
increase awareness of a brand or
website content. This increased
familiarity can lead to links. Let's
say a brand posts a video of a new
product feature. That video gets
shared 20 times on Twitter. One
of those tweets is seen by a
Twitter user that runs a blog (or
better yet, a reporter for a major
publication). The blogger or
reporter decides to write about
the new feature and links back to
the brand's website and video in
the article. That link would not
have occurred if the writer had
not seen a tweet about the video.
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So, while the links in those 20
tweets did not contribute directly
to the overall link profile of the
website, they did lead to links
being placed on a site via the
article. These links do contribute
to the overall link profile, thus
contributing to SEO impact.
More Accurate Metrics
The worst case scenario, in terms
of SEO, is to be lulled into a false
sense of serenity by only looking
at your web traffic without
tracking how your social sites are
doing. By tracking all stats
together, you'll get a better idea
of how customers are finding out
about your business and what
actions they're taking. This gives
you a better idea of where you
need to put your SEO efforts. At
the end of the day, the marketer
with the most data wins.
Building Your Brand
By including social media in your
SEO efforts, you'll have a better
shot at developing some muchneeded brand recognition by
incorporating strategic keywords,
along with a link back to your site,
in anything you do socially, from
posting how-to videos on
YouTube to your regular tweets
and social posts. Social media
coupled with SEO can prove
legitimacy of your brand, increase
outreach success and improve
your online reputation.
Keeping Tabs On
Competitors
With a little careful investigating,
you can determine what audiences
they are going after and what
methods they are using to reach
those potential consumers.
There's no shame on keeping tabs
on your competitors to know
how to crush them. By adjusting
your SEO techniques, you can
make an effort to reach audiences
your competitors may be ignoring
or find creative ways to direct the
flow of traffic to back to your
website via your social platforms.
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Organic Traffic VS Paid
Traffic
Both SEO and SMM bring in
organic traffic. In some of my
studies, I learned that organic
traffic is more likely to remain
with you for the long term
compared to paid traffic. Both
organic traffic and paid traffic take
an investment. With paid traffic,
you have to invest your money.
For organic traffic, you have to
invest time and effort. If you’re
paying for your SEO and SMM
services, then you also have to
invest money.
A lot of people think that SEO and
SMM are different, but in many
ways, they are two of the same.
The combination of both search
engine optimization and social
media marketing can be enough to
take your business to the next
level. Likely, you’ll need other
marketing techniques mixed in but
to the point, the combination of
both are better than only SEO or
SMM.
SEO Is More Than Just
Ranking Keywords
Search engine optimization is a deep
often misunderstood technique.
There’s hundreds of techniques
that could be classified as SEO.
SEO is more than just ranking
keywords. Rather, SEO is the
process of optimizing your
website and business to perform
at a high level. The combination
of SEO and other
optimization techniques is
the key that takes a business
to another level. Understanding
it all can be tough and honestly
takes years to master. I thought
the same when I was a young
SEO. I quickly learned that SEO is
just one part of the equation of
success. SMM is another.
Together, you give yourself the
best benefit to growing your
online website and business.
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Kevin Stansfield

How to put up your prices without losing your
customers!

The quickest way for any business to
make 10% more profit each year is to
put up its prices by 10%, but if it is as
simple as that, then why aren’t we all
doing it? The reason is that we have a
fear that by increasing our prices, we
are going to lose our customers.
However, like most fears, when
you analyse them they are
only “false expectations
appearing real.” The reality is
that in any market you can and
should increase your prices, and if
you know how to do it properly,
you need not be fearful of losing a
single customer.
The first thing to understand is
that you must know your
numbers. If you do not
understand your own Profit and
Loss Account, know your gross
profit from your net profit and
what products make money and
which do not, then you are right
to be fearful, because you will not
know where to start, and may
well find you are increasing prices
in the wrong area of your
business and wake up the next
morning with no customers at all.

So if you are not running an
accounts system that tracks these
important figures and do not have
a detailed analysis of what you sell
and how much it costs you, then
stop reading right now, book a
meeting with your Accountant
and do not read any further until
you have got the information you
need at your fingertips!
OK, so now I will assume that you
are financially literate, or at least
are reading this with your
accountant at your side. Your
next step is to understand that if a
company that is making a 30%
gross profit increases its prices by
10%, it would have to lose 25% of
its customers to be financially
worse off. Yes, that is right: if 20%
of your customers objected to the
price rise of 10p in every £1 and
went elsewhere, then you would
still be better off putting your
prices up. Also, if you raise your
prices by a higher figure, say by
30%, then you could afford to lose
50% of your clients. Think of the
time and effort you would save!

If you don’t believe me, work it
out for yourself, then read on!
And if you can’t work it out, then
go back to your Accountant!
Obviously if you have higher or
lower margins the figures will be
slightly different, but the concept
is the same. (If you would like a
ready reckoner that shows these
figures for all prices rises and
margins then just email
me: kevinstansfield@actioncoach.
com.)
I have been working on this one
strategy with clients for 7 years
and in all that time, the average
loss of clients from a price rise is
1-2%, and in fact there is a hidden
bonus as well. The clients that do
leave when you increase your
prices are usually the ones that
have always quibbled about the
cost, don’t pay on time, cause you
stress and grief and generally use
up time that should be spent with
your top clients. By losing your
worst clients, you can spend more
time on your best clients who will
in turn buy more from you and
stay longer. And there is a further
bonus in that these bad clients
that leave you will go to your
competitors and make their life
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hell instead! So you really can’t
lose.
OK you still may not be
convinced by my argument and
think that there must be a
catch. Well, for some of you, no,
there is no catch. If you only have
a few products or services, you
believe in them, you give good
value and have a good relationship
with your clients, you can put up
your prices tomorrow. I helped
one service provider client do
this, and we doubled the
profitability of his business
virtually overnight.
For those of you with multiple
products and services which are
more commodity-based, where
your clients have little loyalty and
there is high price sensitivity and
competition, then a more
strategic approach is needed. For
you, rather than increasing all
prices, you need to work out
which products and services you
should increase and which you
should leave alone. As I said
above, you have to know your
numbers, but this time down to a
product line margin basis. Then
you need to look for those
products that are going to meet
one or more of the following
criteria:
 High volume, so that a small
increase can have a big effect
(e.g. 1p on a litre of petrol)
 High ticket price – so that a
reasonable £ increase is a low
% increase (e.g. £5,000 on a
new Ferrari)
 Highly differentiated –
where you can show a real
point of difference that will
justify a higher price (e.g.
Apple’s iPhone)
 Low access to
knowledge – where access
to competitors’ price and
offering is harder to find or is
confusing (e.g. energy tariffs)
 Able to reposition – turn
your product/service into a
basic/better/best, so the basic
competes on price and the
others on value (e.g. Tesco’s
value and finest ranges)
 Add-ons – have a basic range
and charge for extras (e.g.
BMW & Mercedes).
This list is not exhaustive, but I
find with my clients I rarely need
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to go beyond the basics to make a
difference, and what a difference –
for every £1 on the price, 100% of
it goes straight to your bottom
line! So go on, take ACTION and
put up those prices- just warn me
first so I can get my order in
before you do!
© Copyright, Kevin Stansfield
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Traits that set
Entrepreneurs
apart from
others

Top entrepreneurs tend to have:

Integrity
They stick to their principles, even
when it is difficult to do so.

Initiative
Plan over a year ahead but the hereand-now can sometimes be forgotten.

Commitment
They have a tremendous capacity for
gruelling hard work. However they
often forget that others may not have
the same interest or potential reward in
the project.

Drive and Determination
They are motivated by beating
standards of excellence and they have
very little time for mere mortals who
simply want to get home and "see their
children".

Confidence

They have infectious self-belief.

Self-direction
They focus on areas they find exciting
and do not dwell on failures. Finance
and marketing are often far too tedious.

Single-mindedness
They do not tolerate poor
performance; they find it difficult to
listen.

Selling ability
They use energy, enthusiasm and vision
to persuade and sell to others.

Leadership
They can spot talent and inspire others.
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Lilach Bullock

Social Media marketing tools
aren’t for small businesses,
Right? Wrong!

Whatever the nature of your small
business, it’s safe to say that social media
should play a role in your marketing
efforts. Even though not every small
business has got the hang of social media
yet (just think of how many local shops
in your area are yet to use social media
effectively), a well-run social media
campaign can be extremely beneficial for
almost any business, regardless of size.
In fact, according to Marketing Tech
Blog:
 Forty-six percent of web users
look toward social media when
making a purchase.
 Three out of five SMEs say they’ve
gained new customers by using
social media.
 Sixty-seven percent of Twitter
users are far more likely to buy
from brands they follow on
Twitter, and 37 percent of Twitter
users will purchase from a brand
they follow.
 The average Twitter user follows
five or more brands.
 Eighty-three percent of luxury
brands have a presence on
Pinterest.
 And over 90 percent of social
media users say they follow brands
in order to get promotions and
discounts.
And social media isn’t just for the big
guys. In fact, due to its low barriers to
entry, an even playing field, and its
ease of use, social media can actually
provide small businesses with more
benefits than their larger counterparts.

So, even though larger companies
have, undoubtedly, bigger budgets to
spend on social media, small
businesses have three social media
advantages that money can’t buy.

offering help. Companies do this
because they want their consumers to
feel as though they are dealing with a
human being rather than an
international corporation.

Personality
Being a small team, using social media
you are able to celebrate the
personalities of each of your team
members and the personality of your
company as a whole. By sharing
photos and videos of employees at
work or using a product, posting
articles written by various team
members, or hosting a live “Q&A”
with the relevant team members, you
are able to convey much of your
company’s personality.

For smaller businesses, there’s no
need to create an impression that
customers are dealing with a human,
because, most of the time, they really
are. Whether you answer your social
media messages yourself, or hire a
small team or one person to do so on
your behalf, customers will be dealing
with real people who are able to go
“off script” and offer real, personalised
help.

Engaging your followers with this type
of personal content means that you
capitalise on your company’s setup
and break away from the many
faceless international corporations
that use social media. In fact, many
larger companies would pay top dollar
to be seen as an honest company with
personality – it’s just that it’s very
hard for them to do.
Presenting your business in this way
will engage consumers on an
emotional level, gain their trust, and
increase their loyalty. The best part:
this content is easy to produce and
extremely cost-effective.
Customer Interaction
Big companies employ hundreds of
people to man their social media
profiles. These people are responsible
for answering queries, dealing with
complaints, accepting gratitude, and

So long as you approach those who
reach out to you on social media with
respect and tact, you will be seen as
actively working to solve consumers’
problems. And, because social media
interactions are often public, other
visitors to your pages will see how
you treat your customers and form a
good impression of your company.
This is especially true when it comes
to negative feedback. Some companies
attempt to delete or hide any negative
feedback. But consumers aren’t stupid.
They know that every company
occasionally gets on the wrong side of
a consumer; what they’re more
interested in is how that company
reacts to it. This means every negative
review or comment should be seen as
an opportunity for you to show how
caring and considerate your company
is.
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Ability to Create a Narrative
People love a story. This is why bigger
companies often wear their history on
their sleeves, as in the case of Jim
Beam. As a smaller business, your
story will undoubtedly be interesting.
And it’s still unfolding. By telling
consumers where you’ve come from,
why you do what you do, and what
you want to achieve in the future, you
can get them to buy into your brand
and engage them in your future.
Even the most indiscreet boasting can
be justified when presented as part of
your story. And setbacks and failures
will get consumers rooting for you.
This means that you should post
about any important changes that
occur to your situation, share your
successes, and talk about obstacles
you face. To do this, you simply need
to regularly post about what’s going
on in your business. Perhaps share a
blog post detailing your history and
ambitions, a photo showing you in the
midst of a celebration of a particular
success, or a video outlining your
ethos, philosophy, and goals.
Finding Time and Money
All of this is great, right? But, as a
small business, how do you find the
time to do it all?
It’s true, running and engaging an
effective social media campaign is
time-consuming and requires a certain
amount of resources. Small- to
medium-sized businesses need to
focus on increasing traffic and sales
using social media, but they also don’t
want to spend lots of money. This is
where a social media management
tool can help.
Some smaller companies may be put
off investing in a social media
management tool because they either
believe that they can run social media
effectively on their own, or believe
that social media management tools
are really the purview of bigger, more
established companies.
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Both of these points of view are
wrong.

a hugely connected and highly influential
entrepreneur.

Running a social media campaign
without a good tool is incredibly
difficult. A good social media
management tool will allow you to
reply to messages from various
networks in one place, create and
optimise content with special tools,
schedule posts far in advance, and
view detailed analytics and reports
once a campaign is complete.

Listed in Forbes as one of the top 20
women social media power influencers
and was crowned the Social Influencer
of Europe by Oracle. A recipient for a
Global Women Champions Award for
her outstanding contribution and
leadership in business.

Moreover, most social media
management tools offer different plans
for different types of organisations –
and many offer tailored small business
plans. These are affordable, and
prevent users paying for tools and
features that they don’t have much
use for. Although many free tools are
available, these require a lot of manual
entry which means businesses lose
many of the time saving advantages
that drew them to social media tools
in the first place.
Recently, iag.me partnered with
g2crowd.com in order to find out
what the best social media tools were.
Based on reviews and ratings from
real social media management tool
users, they created this infographic
which details the top rated tools and
shows the areas in which each excels.
If you’re serious about taking your
social media to the next step, check
out the infographic. It’s a great place
to begin learning about social media
management tools, and to see which
one will suit you best.
Are you a small business owner looking to
step up your social media operation? If
so, what tool do you use? If not, what tool
looks most attractive to you?
© Copyright, Lilach Bullock
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